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GOINGS ON

RFF Releases Major

Climate Policy Report

R
FF recently released a major new re-

port, Assessing U.S. Climate Policy

Options: A report summarizing work

at RFF as part of the inter-industry U.S. Climate

Policy Forum, informed by a year-long dialogue

between RFF researchers and business leaders

from 23 companies that represent a broad

spectrum of the U.S. economy.

The purpose of the report is to provide de-

cisionmakers and stakeholders with concise

and objective information describing and eval-

uating issues—and options for addressing

those issues—related to the design of domestic

greenhouse gas (GHc) mitigation policy. Al-

ready, the findings helped inform the recent

Energy Bill and were presented in Bali, at the

Conference of the Parties in December.

RFF Senior Fellows Raymond J. Kopp and

William A. Pizer organized the U.S. Climate

Policy Forum in May 2006 to analyze and make

findings regarding policies to address global cli-

mate change. Written entirely by RFF scholars,

the report encompasses 15 issue briefs, detail-

ing policy questions and concerns in key areas

related to GHG emissions and legislative pro-

posals to curb them. The structure of the re-

port, which was established before any writing

began, was based on needs and priorities iden-

tified in consultation with Senate and House

members and staff, former staff from relevant

executive-branch agencies, NGOS, and corpo-

rations.

"The Climate Policy Forum process marks

a departure from how research projects are

typically carried out at RFF," said Pizer. "We

first consulted the end users about what mate-

rial and format would be most useful. We then

spent over a year talking to the folks directly

affected by proposed regulations to under-

stand the questions they face. We purpose-

fully sought out companies from a range of in-

dustries, from financial services to power

generation to automobile manufacturing. We

were interested in the breadth of their issues,

while the companies in turn were interested in

hearing from both their competition as well as

their downstream customers and upstream

suppliers."

We purposefully sought out companies from a range of

industries, from financial services to power generation to

automobile manufacturing. We were interested in the

breadth of their issues, while the companies in turn were

interested in hearing from both their competition as well as

their downstream customers and upstream supliers.

At the report launch, Kopp outlined the five

key take-away points in the report:

"First, domestic policy design must balance

competing interests of the environment and

economy, as well as the desire for clear versus

adaptable goals. That is, it must incorporate a

reasonably clear long-term vision to aid invest-

ment planning, while at the same time being

flexible and adaptable as new information be-

comes available over the next several decades.

Second, carbon pricing is a necessary foun-

dational element of mitigation policy. Whether

established through a cap-and-trade program

or a carbon tax, carbon pricing is robust over

time, adjustable in response to new informa-

tion, and can provide a smooth adjustment

path for the economy.

Third, while carbon pricing makes a reason-

able cornerstone for mitigation policy, a prop-

erly designed policy that accelerates low-car-

bon technology R&D can lower mitigation

costs. However, technology policies as a sub-

stitute for carbon pricing can, in fact, raise mit-

igation costs.

Fourth, there is no free lunch—GHG mitiga-

tion will entail costs. These costs will be higher

in some regions of the country, in some indus-

tries, and over some periods of time, com-

pared to others.

And finally, it makes little sense to continue

to think about the formulation of energy policy

and climate policy as separate activities. Energy

policy can work to support, as well as inhibit,

climate policy."

While these points represent overarching

themes in the report, the real contribution of

the report is the issue briefs, said Pizer. "The

true test of whether this exercise was success-

ful will be whether Congressional staff and

other stakeholders go back to these briefs as a

reference in the months and years to come.

When suddenly someone needs to know what

to do about agriculture in the context of climate

policy—we hope they'll turn to issue brief #13

in the report—and the same thing for the other

14 briefs." •

See www.rff.org/cpf.
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Auction Design for Selling

CO2 Emissions Allowances Put to

Inaugural Test

Dallas Burtraw and Karen Palmer

T
his June, at least five of the 10

northeastern states that comprise

  the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initia-

tive (Rod) will carry out the first auction prior

to the launch of the cap and-trade program

for carbon dioxide (G02) emissions in 2009.

This program, the first in the United States,

covers co, emissions from electricity genera-

tors within the region and is the result of a

multi-year cooperative effort among states

from Maryland to Maine. co, emissions will

be capped at levels comparable to those at

the beginning of this decade and then re-

duced to 10 percent below the initial cap lev-

els by 2019. Such architecture could serve as

a model for a national program to limit co,

emissions and other greenhouse gases (GHGs).

The June auction will be path breaking for

at least two reasons. One is that it will implement

the use of an auction for the first time at an im-

portant level within a cap-and-trade program.

Previously auctions have been used to distrib-

ute only a small portion of the emissions caps.

Second, the auction will be the first strong

signal giving an indication of what a ton of co,

emissions will be worth in the RGGI market.

Many aspects of the final auction design

remain to be worked out, but it is expected to

draw on work at RFF. Our recent report, Auc-

tion Design for Selling co, Emission Allowances

Under the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative,

written in collaboration with Charles Holt and

William Shobe of the University of Virginia and

Jacob Goeree of the California Institute of Tech-

nology, was designed to assist with auction

design for the initial sale of allowances in RGGI

that will meet the program's goals and criteria.

Auction Design for

Selling„CO2 Emission

Allowances Under the

Regional Greenhouse

Gas Initiative s

Ilterwe Report October 200/

Owes sbet

beeen Painter
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The RGGI proposal represents a substantial

break with the past. Rather than give emissions

allowances away for free, the RGGI states agreed

to allocate at least 25 percent of the allowances

to benefit consumers and to support strategic

energy investments. Auctioning allowances is

the most straightforward way to implement

this policy. More recently, several RGGI states

have decided to auction 100 percent of their

annual co, allowance budgets. As the first

GHG cap-and-trade program to start with a sub-

stantial auction of allowances, this major re-

gional initiative will have a global impact.

Although auctions are widely used and

generally simple to implement, it is important

that they be robust and not susceptible to ma-

nipulation. We developed an auction design

that meets several key criteria, including attain-

ing economic efficiency, so that the auction de-

livers allowances to those who value them

most; deterring collusive behavior by bidders,

and providing good signals about market

prices. Auctions also should have low adminis-

trative costs, be perceived as fair, be transpar-

ent and simple, and help minimize price volatil-

ity. In addition, auctions should successfully

raise revenue from the sale of a valuable public

asset and be compatible with existing electric-

ity and energy markets.

The report findings were developed using

experimental economic methods, insights

taken from the economics literature, and re-

sults from past experience with various types

of auctions, including prior allowance auctions.

We also examined the effect of reserve prices

and allowance banking, analyzed how auctions

combine with secondary markets, and studied

the effects of allowing participation by brokers

or other traders not needing allowances for

compliance.

Several recommendations on auction de-

sign follow from our research and are detailed

in the report. Issues including the auction for-

mat, clearing price, reserve prices, trans-

parency, what to do with unsold allowances,

and market monitoring efforts are addressed,

and the analysis is applicable to a large, region-

wide auction that involves the participation of

all RGGI states. Part of our report looks at po-

tential opportunities for the auction design to

address or mitigate concerns that would exist

even in the absence of an auction. Where pos-

sible, we also comment on adjusting the pro-

gram design to address these larger market is-

sues.

The report was funded by the New York

State Energy Research Development Authority

(NYSERDA) on behalf of RGGI. The statements

and recommendations in the report are solely

the responsibility of the authors and do not

necessarily represent the views of NYSERDA or

the RGGI Staff Working Group or others assocr-

ated with RGGI. •

The full report can be downloaded at

www.rff.org/rggi.
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At the Intersection

ofClimate and

Deforestation:

Can We Solve Two

Problems at Once?

N
ew scientific evidence is emerging,

on an almost daily basis, about the

destructive effects of global warm-

ing on ecosystems around the world. While

tropical deforestation has been a longstanding

environmental concern, it is becoming increas-

ingly clear that the effects of heavy logging,

development pressures, and agriculture go

well beyond habitat loss, for forests "se-

quester" carbon, removing it from the atmos-

phere. (See the box for detailed explanation.)

The nexus of these two crises was the sub-

ject of a recent seminar at RFF, which drew to-

gether representatives from the conservation

community, federal agencies, and rainforest

nations. For developing countries, building

their economies in order to bring about higher

living standards has often come at the expense

of protecting the environment.

Finding positive incentives to slow the rate

of deforestation around the globe emerged as

a shared concern among the panelists. As

countries develop, they almost all deforest,

and as they gain wealth, they tend to stabilize

their forest cover and see that forests have

value, said Kevin M. Conrad, special envoy

and ambassador for environment and climate

change, Papua New Guinea. The primary chal-

lenge now is helping countries bypass the de-

forestation phase, he said.

Bringing about real change will require fo-

cusing on the economics of the situation, ac-

cording to Larry Linden, RFF'S board chair and

an advisory director and former general part-

ner at Goldman Sachs. When the only way to

make money requires cutting down trees, he

said, "It's time to align private incentives with

social costs and benefits, to find a way to add

market value to standing trees."

The first place this is starting to happen is

in the voluntary market for carbon credits, Lin-

den said, but there are fundamental problems.

The market is "disorganized" at best, with no

standards for what you're buying, much less

for what you're getting. "This approach will

never grow and prosper without sufficient in-

centives that introduce compliance measures

and encourage legal and economic rigor," he

said. "There is a clear need for policy measures

to make this happen."

Regulatory Impediments

Protecting carbon sequestration in tropical

forests could be a crucial bridge to a low-car-

bon future, but until developing countries are

able to be fully "compensated" for their reduc-

HOW CARBON SINKS WORK

Global carbon is held in a variety of different "stocks," including oceans, fossil-fuel de-

posits, the terrestrial system, and the atmosphere. In the terrestrial system, carbon is

sequestered in rocks and sediments; in swamps, wetlands, and forests; and in the soils

of forests, grasslands, and farmland. About two-thirds of the globe's terrestrial carbon,

exclusive of that sequestered in rocks and sediments, is sequestered in the standing

forests, forest understory plants, leaf and forest debris, and forest soils.

A stock that is taking up carbon is called a "sink" and one that is releasing carbon is

called a "source." Over time, carbon may be transferred from one stock to another. Fos-

sil-fuel burning, for example, shifts carbon from fossil-fuel deposits to the atmospheric

stock. Biological growth involves the shifting of carbon from one stock to another; for

example, plants fix atmospheric carbon in cell tissues as they grow, thereby trans-

forming carbon from the atmosphere to the biotic system.

tions, progress will be halting, said Annie Pet-

sonk, international counsel, Environmental De-

fense. Again, the issue is a matter of accounta-

bility, she said. Under Kyoto, industrialized

nations can measure their progress in curbing

co, emissions at the national level, while de-

veloping countries must tally theirs on a proj-

ect-by-project basis. And getting an accurate

estimate can be challenging: it's hard to meas-

ure emissions, determine a realistic baseline,

and fairly calculate real results.

Rainforest nations like Papua New Guinea

are told that this problem is too hard and can't

be fixed, said Conrad. "But we can't afford to

move on—we live with this conundrum every

day. When deforestation occurs, topsoil flows

into our rivers, people get sick, show up in our

hospitals, and we can't afford to treat them."

Looking to the future, Ray Kopp, an RFF

senior fellow and director of the Climate Tech-

nology and Policy Program, outlined the core

questions that would have to be addressed

about a new policy approach that incorporated

credits from reducing emissions, deforesta-

tion, and ecosystem destruction.

• At the in-country level, which policies

would work best on the ground? Are policies

scalable and do they account for the very real

differences between countries as diverse as

Papua New Guinea, Brazil, and Indonesia?

• What do we know about the supply curve

for forest carbon credits? How would these

credits affect the global carbon market, as well

as the U.S. domestic market?

• What would these mechanisms look like?

Are there aspects of credit design that will be

attractive to private investors?

Current RFF activities are centered on

modeling how U.S. carbon markets will work

and designing offsets that can be integrated

into the UN Framework Convention on Cli-

mate Change and the EU Emissions Trading

System. •

The presentations from this seminar and addi-

tional background materials are available at:

www.rff.org/rff/Events/IntersectionClimate

Deforestation.cfm.
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What Works

when It Comes to

Planning for

Smart Growth?

/
n 1997, Maryland caught the attention of

urban planners and city officials across the

 country with the passage of its Smart

Growth and Neighborhood Conservation initia-

tive. As this incentive-

based approach to man-

aging growth reaches its

loth anniversary, Mary-

land and states across the

country continue to wres-

tle with the challenges of

community development

and land conservation.

To examine the pro-

gram's impact and effec-

tiveness, land-use

researchers joined state

legislators, local govern-

ment officials, home builders, environmental-

ists, and academicians in early October for a

three-day conference entitled "Smart Growth

@ 10: A Critical Examination of Maryland's

Landmark Land Use Program." It was organized

by the University of Maryland's National Cen-

ter for Smart Growth Research and Education

and RFF.

"The trade-offs we face in urban planning,

the competition between open space and

sprawl, the tensions between population den-

sity and traffic congestion—all these issues

have only intensified over the past 10 years, in

Maryland and many other parts of the coun-

try," said Margaret Walls, RFF senior fellow and

co-organizer of the conference.

Although Maryland's Smart Growth legisla-

tion is often held up as a model for other states,

most conference participants conceded that

the initiative has not been as successful in con- only constrained development in the more

trolling urban sprawl as they had hoped. rural, large-lot zoning areas.

"As we face a booming population, rising Despite Smart Growth's shortcomings, the

sea levels, a warming planet, escalating gas opportunity now exists to embrace fundamen-

prices, and a troubled housing market, the tal changes, according to workshop partici-

need for aggressive action is urgent," said for- pants. Decisionmakers must confront the cur-

mer Maryland governor and Smart Growth vi- rent challenges in order to drive change and

sionary Parris Glendening in his keynote support Smart Growth as an important mecha-

speech. nism for influencing development patterns in

The cornerstone of the Maryland program Maryland and nationwide. •

is the concept of "priority funding areas"

(PFAs), or town centers and urbanized regions

of the state that receive priority for state infra-

structure dollars. Because it eschews the

"stick" approach of urban growth boundaries in .2007 Nobel Peace Prize Recognizes Climate

favor of offering the "carrot" of state funding, Change Research and Leadership

Maryland's program has In October 2007, the Nobel Peace Prize

always been seen as was awarded jointly to the Intergovern-

more incentive-based mental Panel on Climate Change (. IPCC)

than regulatory. and former Vice President Al Gore for

Several papers pre- their efforts, according to the citation, "to

sented at the confer- build up and disseminate greater knowl-

ence, however, suggest edge about manmade climate change, and

that PFAS may be failing lay the foundations for measures that are

as means for containing needed to counteract such change."

new development and The award to the IPCC gives new

need to be revised and recognition to a scientific process that RFF

strengthened. For exam- researchers have contributed to for many

ple, the amount of years. The IPCC is a structure of working

money earmarked as in- groups involving hundreds of experts

centives under the Smart Growth law repre- who periodically report on the status of

sents only about five percent of the overall knowledge in the many fields that de-

state budget, according to Gerrit-Jan Knaap, di- scribe the science of climate change, its

rector, National Center for Smart Growth, impacts, and possible responses to it.

Jungyul Sohn of Seoul National University, and Successive ipcc assessments have

Rebecca Lewis, a University of Maryland grad- marked the growth of the scientific con-

uate research assistant. sensus that the planet's climate is warm-

Most participants agreed that increasing ing, and that the principal cause is the ris-

density in PFAS is essential to achieving Smart ing prevalence of gases generated by

Growth goals. Reaching this outcome may be human activity, primarily carbon dioxide

easier said than done, however. Elizabeth Ko- created by burning fossil fuels.

pits, EPA; Virginia McConnell, RFF and the Uni- Among the RFF researchers who have

versity of Maryland, Baltimore County; and participated in drafting IPCC reports in

Daniel Miles, University of Maryland, Baltimore the nearly two decades since it was

County; looked at the density of development founded are Senior Fellows Alan Krup-

across different regions of eight Maryland nick, Roger Sedjo, William Pizer, and

counties, along with the density limits allowed Richard Morgenstern.

in those regions. They found that the density

limits established in zoning laws have typically

To learn more, visit www.rff.org/rff/Events

/SmartGrowthatio.cfm.
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F]lectricity Markets
and Energy Security:
Friends or Foes?
Timothy J. Brennan U.S. energy policy has taken center stage, driven by the growing threat of climate change and rising oil

prices. Less prominent perhaps, but also important is the security of our electricity generation capac-

ity. As consumers, we are regularly reminded to conserve energy by turning the thermostat down and

buying compact fluorescent light bulbs, but such admonitions sidestep a larger issue.

Since the mid-199os, the federal government and many of the states have attempted to transform a

vertically integrated, top-to-bottom regulated electricity sector into one in which competition among

independent energy suppliers determines the prices charged to local utilities and, eventually, commer-

cial, industrial, and residential users.

The path has not been smooth. Its most prominent sinkhole was the implosion of the California

electricity market from the fall of 2000 through the spring of 2001. In addition, much of the Northeast

suffered a massive blackout in August 2003. At the residential level, customers have generally not taken

advantage of opportunities to choose among residential suppliers. More recently, price controls imposed

as part of the political bargain for opening markets have expired, and some customers now face rate in-

creases of 50 percent or more.

These developments give rise to the question: to what extent is overall energy security affected by

competition in the electricity sector? Letting the markets set prices should improve security, but compe-

tition has proven difficult to institute and may exacerbate some concerns, particularly reliability of sup-

ply. Opening electricity markets is easier said than done, but here we explore reasons for why this is so.

Different Meanings to Different People. Even when restricted to electricity, the term
"energy security" can take on a number of different dimensions.

From a short-run perspective—taking as given the productive capacity in place—energy security in elec-

tricity has two manifestations. One has to do with sheer availability: Will outages be short, rare, and lo-

calized, or long, frequent, and widespread? The other has to do with peaks in the price of electricity, as-

suming that it is available. Blackouts are harmful, but so are high energy prices, particularly for those

with low incomes for whom utility bills constitute a significant fraction of their monthly spending.

Importantly, and unfortunately, mitigating one of these security interests can exacerbate the other.

The cost of preventing blackouts is quite high. Because electricity cannot be stored, it must be produced

when it is demanded. And energy demand is far from constant; it can hit very high peaks for short
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J,
periods of time. The generation capacity needed to meet that demand, then, is in service for only a

small fraction of time, perhaps /200 of a year (a year = 8,760 hours), and maybe less. Recovering the

costs of that capacity in such a short time makes that generation very expensive. If prices reflect costs—

usually one of the benefits of adopting markets—making the system more reliable will increase inse-

curity arising from price fluctuations.

THE LONG TERM

In markets with growing demand, the viability of the electricity system depends on expansion of ca-

pacity to generate, transmit, and distribute electricity. Numerous political and policy factors come into

play. Construction of power plants and transmission lines is often hampered by the NIMBY ("not in my

back yard") effect, in that everyone wants electricity generated as long as they do not see it. Some re-

cent controversies include the Cape Wind installation off Cape Cod in Massachusetts and proposals to

build new transmission lines through wealthy "horse country" in northern Virginia.

A related problem affecting transmission is that a line needed to improve electricity delivery between

generators in one state and customers in another may have to traverse other states in between. States

along the path might resist having lines built, figuring that they are bearing costs and reaping none of

the benefits. Recent federal legislation has given the secretary of energy the authority to order states to

allow transmission construction, specifically to counteract this potential problem.

THE ENVIRONMENT

Environmental security plays a role in electricity for two reasons. First, most electricity in the United

States (and much of it elsewhere) is produced by burning fossil fuels—primarily coal and natural gas—

that emit carbon dioxide (CO.) as a by-product. In 2005, fossil fuels burned to generate electricity pro-

duced 2,363 million metric tons of CO., about 40 percent of the U.S. total. Second, unlike automotive

use of gasoline—the other major contributor to greenhouse gas emissions, producing about 32 percent

in 2005—there are comparatively few electric power plants.

This makes the math much simpler: with so many fewer "actors" (hundreds of power plants versus

millions of cars), it becomes easier to implement efficient and effective policies to control emissions, such

as carbon taxes or permit trading, based on the quantities that polluters actually emit. Just as power plants

were the initial participants in trading sulfur dioxide emissions permits, they are likely to be leading play-

ers in market-based policies to address CO. emissions. Increasing the role of markets in electricity over-

all is likely to improve the effectiveness of taxes or permits in providing incentives to limit emissions.

NATIONAL SECURITY

A final security dimension is threats from external enemies, most prominently terrorist threats to the

public—either directly or to its infrastructure. The interstate transmission system is the part of the elec-

tricity sector where an attack would probably wreak the most havoc. Because the system is so inter-

connected, it would remain regulated even if wholesale and retail markets for electricity became open.

That continuing regulation suggests that the transmission sector is not affected by opening other mar-

kets, and so national security is not directly affected. To the extent that expanding competition among

generators increases their propensity to sell to distant users, however, the transmission grid becomes

an ever more crucial component of the electricity infrastructure.

Global Energy and U.S. Electricity

The main global energy security concern involves oil. In the short term, concerns about oil arise from

the fact that a large share of the supply comes from parts of the world that are subject to considerable

political instability. Moreover, this supply is concentrated in a few countries that, in the past, have been
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able to "cartelize" the supply of oil as well as subject world oil markets to shocks from wars and boy-

cotts. More important and certain is global growth in demand, as China and India race toward the de-

veloping world in terms of per-capita wealth and, as a result, much greater use of automobiles and other

goods and services that rely on petroleum.

The relationship between electricity and global energy security would be more significant if oil were

an important part of electricity generation. At least in the United States, though, this effect is likely to

be minor. When oil was less expensive, it generated a significant fraction of electricity in the United

States, as much as 17 percent as recently as the 1970s. By 2005, however only about 3 percent of U.S.

electricity was generated by oil.

A less direct but potentially significant relationship between oil markets and electricity use arises be-

cause of substitutions in other markets, particularly involving heating. For example, if the price of oil

goes up, more consumers, offices, or factories might switch to electricity for heating and other power

uses. This would have a significant effect on the price of electricity because the marginal unit needed to

supply electricity, particularly when demand is at its greatest, is generally a plant powered by natural gas.

Markets Generally Boost Security

In the short run, markets allow for efficient resource allocation. Absent significant market power or sub-

stantial nonmarket effects both of which are important in electricity—competition among suppliers

will result in prices approximating the marginal cost of producing a good. Buyers, as "end users" or

"final consumers," decide how much to buy based on whether the price they have to pay is more or less

than the item's worth. Ideally, these decentralized decisions lead to allocations where the marginal

benefit to consumers of producing more of something is about the same as the marginal cost of that

production. There is neither too little—measured by being able to produce benefits greater than those

costs—nor too much—as when those marginal benefits are less than those costs.

When it comes to security, markets should help, not hurt. Opening markets to new competitors and,

over time, to new entrepreneurs and innovators should result in redundancy. And a region or nation

should be less vulnerable to disruptions if it is not depending on the facilities and services of a single

monopoly provider. The Internet offers an excellent example: with packet switching and routing avail-

able over multiple backbone networks, removing one company's facilities should not bring the entire

system down.

More directly, markets can actually help to provide security. Security of service, like any other prod-

uct feature is one of the attributes that suppliers will offer in an open market, as long as the consumer's

willingness to pay exceeds the cost of furnishing it. Security can be viewed in the same way, from the

protection against physical invasion of buildings by burglars to the electronic invasion of data by hack-

ers. Not every service will have the same level of reliability. Some cars will have more air bags or en-

gines less likely to need repair than others; some buildings will have more elaborate security systems

than others; some data sites will have more elaborate firewalls than others. But to the extent that mar-

kets are open to entrepreneurship and innovation, security need not be a matter of public policy.

The Central Security Issue: Reliability

The overarching energy security issue arising in electricity involves reliability of the grid. We all want

our cars to start, our furnaces to come on, and our computers to boot up. With that noted, reliability

is particularly acute in this context because as a commodity, electricity has three distinct attributes:

First, it is crucial to the economy and to society at large. Virtually every sector on which we depend

cannot function without electricity to power lighting, heating, cooling, computing, and communicating,
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In economic terms, electricity is a critical "collective good." If my

supplier fails to meet my demand, it is not just my problem; everyone

on the grid is blacked out as well.

along with all types of commercial and industrial equipment.

Second, because it cannot be stored, electricity is vulnerable to imbalances between supply and de-

mand. Too little electricity relative to loads can cause outages; too much relative to loads can cause fail-

ures in the grid. Together, these require that supply equal demand virtually minute by minute. They

also explain why it is so expensive to to meet extreme demand peaks. Electricity cannot be economi-

cally stored to get over a hump; it must be produced in real time.

This vulnerability becomes a general reliability problem only when combined with a third feature of

the electricity sector—interconnection. The grid is interconnected to promote efficiency and reliability;

more links increase the means by which energy can reach consumers. But unlike other interconnected

services, such as telecommunications where routing traffic can be accomplished through switches, the

high energy levels in electricity transmission preclude directing energy along particular pathways.

These three factors combine to create a situation in which reliability is, in economic terms, a critical

"collective good." Failures of my car, furnace, or computer to start may be serious problems, but they

are ones largely between me and the firms I choose to supply and repair those items. If my electricity

supplier fails to meet my demand, it is not just my problem; everyone on the grid is blacked out as well.

Numerous factors make it difficult to assess the need for investment and policy to enhance reliabil-

ity. One such example is deciding how much we should spend to ensure reliability. In the wake of the

August 2003 blackout, some called for spending up to s60 billion on new transmission lines. On the other

hand, DOE and others estimated the cost of this massive blackout at about s6 billion. If this is an accu-

rate estimate, we might still need to avoid roughly one blackout of this magnitude every year or two

to make such an investment worthwhile. Most fundamentally, the cost of a blackout is not unlimited and

so does not warrant unlimited expense to eliminate any possibility of a power outage. Careful atten-

tion needs to be given to estimating the cost of blackouts because they differ in location, duration, scope,

and advance notice, and in the effect of expenditures on reducing the likelihood of blackouts along those

various dimensions.

The nature of reliability as a collective good implies some degree of central control. The Energy Pol-

icy Act of 2005 authorized the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission to delegate control over relia-

bility to "electricity reliability organizations" that would certify, in this case, the North American Reli-

ability Council.

In considering the effect of electricity markets on security, the key question is the degree to which

such centralized control is consistent with the decentralized decision processes essential to entrepre-

neurial competition. At one extreme, we might need no more central planning than air-traffic controllers

exercise in the airline industry. Air space can be policed to avoid collisions without precluding compe-

tition among carriers to transport passengers and freight. At the other extreme, a central controller may

need to control dispatch of generators in the short run and investment in generation over the long run

to ensure reliability as well as efficiency. If so, there may be little left over to make competition worth-

while, particularly if the restructuring necessary to ensure competition is itself costly. Looking through

the lens of energy security reveals another perspective on the question of whether "markets have met

their match" when it comes to electricity.
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Using the Price
System to Reduce
Airport Congestion
Jan K. Brueckner and Kurt Van Dender

riven by the growth in demand, flight volumes at many

major U.S. airports have increased sharply in recent

years. Since airport flight capacity has hardly changed,

the increase in traffic volumes has led to more and

longer delays. In 2007, 24 percent of flights arrived late,

up from 15 percent in 2003.

What measures are appropriate for handling airport

congestion? Building more capacity is one option, and

some expansion will surely be needed despite its high

cost. Another is to cut flight volumes through direct government in-

tervention in airline scheduling decisions. A more systematic ap-

proach relies on a "slot" system, where airlines cannot schedule

flights as they please but must instead acquire landing or take-off

slots, issued by the airport. "Slot constraints" have been used at four

major U.S. airports and are de rigueur in Europe.

Quantity controls, however, do not guarantee that available slots

are used effectively. For example, airlines may use peak-hour slots to

operate smaller aircraft than would be desirable. While slot trading

helps to achieve the highest and best use

of slots, frictions in the trading process

may still leave room for inefficiencies.

A better way to ensure efficient use of

scarce runway capacity is to rely on the most basic economic pricing

principle: make airlines pay the marginal cost of using a congested air-

port. If an airline decides to land under congested conditions, it in-

curs extra operating costs while subjecting its passengers to additional

time costs, and it will take both of these costs into account. But the

presence of congestion means the extra flight also increases operat-

ing and time costs for all other flights using the airport, and these im-

pacts are also part of marginal cost. A condition for efficient use of

congested runway capacity is that the full marginal cost, including the

cost imposed on other airlines, must be internali7ed (taken into ac-

count) by the carriers.

But would an airline in fact internalize these costs in deciding

whether to operate an extra flight? This question has been much de-

bated among airline economists, leading to the usual answer: "it de-

pends." If each airline serving the airport has a relatively large pres-

ence, operating a substantial number of flights, then each carrier will

understand that its scheduling decisions affect the overall level of con-

gestion. Moreover, carriers will play a scheduling game, with each air-

line setting its flight volumes to maximize profit, taking account of

airport congestion as well as scheduling choices of the other carriers.

In this situation, each airline will partially internalize congestion, tak-

ing into account the congestion it imposes on itself (additional delays

for all its other flights) in deciding whether to schedule an extra flight.

However, since the airline will ignore the congestion imposed on

other carriers, marginal costs are only partially internali7ed.

The answer to the internali7ation question is even less favorable

when the big players at the congested airport coexist with a com-

petitive fringe, namely, airlines that operate only a few flights. Rather

than being equal players, the fringe carriers follow the lead of the

big airlines, adjusting to their behavior while having no individual

impact on the overall level of congestion.

In the presence of a competitive fringe, partial internalization of

congestion is eliminated. If large carriers restrict their flight vol-

umes, the fringe carriers would simply fill the gap. Therefore, each

big carrier's incentive to take account of self-imposed congestion is

neutralized. The Federal Aviation Administration observed exactly

this kind of "gap-filling" behavior after convincing United and Amer-

ican Airlines to cut their flight volumes at O'Hare Airport.

Since internalization of congestion is either partial or nonexistent

in these two cases, policy intervention is required. Congestion pric-

ing, which makes airlines pay for the congestion they fail to inter-

nalize, is an attractive option. Joseph Daniel (1995) calculated con-

gestion charges for the Minneapolis—St. Paul airport, assuming that

the competitive fringe model is realistic. He found that the conges-

tion charge for each flight should equal about sr,000 (in 2007 dollars)

on average during the day. But once the

charges have spurred airlines to shift flights

to off-peak hours, the average charge would

fall to about $360. With partial internali7a-

don, congestion charges would have somewhat smaller magnitudes.

Regardless of which case applies, some level of congestion pricing

would be required at most large airports.

Unlike pouring concrete for more runways, congestion pricing is

virtually costless to implement, and by reducing peak traffic volumes,

it will make our airports seem magically larger. While airlines

strongly oppose congestion pricing, the industry seems not to rec-

ognize that congestion charges can replace the current weight-based

system of landing fees. With fees dropping to zero in off-peak hours,

reflecting the absence of congestion, the carriers' overall costs need

not rise by much. In any case, peak-hour congestion charges are likely

to be passed on to passengers, widening the current differential be-

tween peak and off-peak fares and generating the traffic shift toward

less-congested hours. •
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I
n 2007, scholars at Resources for the Future were in great demand by policymakers at the

ronmental change.

In the northeast, for example, states looked to RFF to help design auctions for emissions al-

state and federal levels as they grappled with the compelling questions of climate and envi-

lowances. In California, the Market Advisory Committee relied heavily on the contributions

of one of its members, an RFF senior fellow, in deciding where in the electricity market to place the

burden of regulation. In Washington, several researchers testified before Congress and produced As-

sessing U.S. Climate Policy Options, a report that has garnered high praise in many circles. The Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency, after the Supreme Court declared it has authority to regulate CO.

emissions, has turned to RFF to run a series of public workshops on key economic questions associated

with emissions control.

'Why is RFF able to have such impact? Because for years, it has invested in high-caliber researchers

working on these issues—issues that re-

Reporting on RFF's agenda; because supporters of RFF have

cently have jumped higher on the public

faithfully provided financing for our work;

Successes and • • • research of the highest quality—indepen-

dent 

because RFF consistently aspires to do

dent of ideology, or shifting political winds,

or financial pressures.

We are, of course, having impact on many policy fronts. The first report of the Extending the

Cure project provided feasible solutions to the growing threat of antibiotic resistance. RFF scholars

produced a major report on the national implications of Smart Growth programs encompassing land

use and urban planning. And we are collaborating with researchers in developing countries who are

seeking to incorporate environmental values in economically depressed and often politically unsta-

ble nations.

'1 

hun-

dreds of America's leading resource economists to explore the most exciting new ideas in the field.

global deforestation, food safety, the value of conservation, nanotechnology, and the future of coal.

In a special conference focused on the Frontiers of Environmental Economics, we assembled hun-

RFF also used its potent convening power to explore, in public exchanges, such crucial topics as

Our scholars continue to do vital work in the intellectual boiler room, energizing serious thought

and discourse about how to more effectively analyze problems. This work shows up in top academic

journals and in workshops for the technical staff of agencies like the Office of Management and

Budget, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and Food and Drug Administration.

While many senior policymakers may not be directly aware of this work, they clearly depend on it.

Our Board of Directors, our management team, and most importantly our scholars, are more de-

termined than ever to maintain our commitment to high quality, independent research that can con-

tribute in the short run or the long run to meeting the challenges our society faces.

To those of you interested in our work, and especially to those of you who make it possible, my

sincerest thanks.

PHILLIP R. SHARP, PRESIDENT
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A
s Phil outlines in his letter, 2007 proved to be a pivotal year for RFF. The body of work

that our researchers delivered has never been more timely or had greater impact on

the crucial environmental and natural resource issues facing our nation and the planet

today. I have chosen to invest a significant amount of my time volunteering with RFF

and am a financial supporter, and I would like to encourage you to become more in-

volved in supporting its work. And here is why:

I have always been an avid environmentalist. My passion is experiencing the diversity of life and re-

flecting upon the eons of evolution that have created the magnificent diversity of species on this planet

and shaped its oceans, atmosphere, and land. To that end, I have been personally involved with several

large-scale conservation efforts over the years including protection of the wildlife of Tierra del Fuego

and Patagonia and the Brazilian rainforests, and am supporting several more.

On-the-ground habitat and species conservation may seem far removed from the development and

application of environmental economics, but,

to me, they are both essential investments in

the stewardship of the planet. As decisionmak-

ers determine whether to tax carbon emissions 
Looking Ahead to

or set up a cap-and-trade program to slow the

changes that mankind is making to the chem- 2008
istry of the atmosphere, the planet continues to

warm—threatening majestic creatures like the

polar bear, interrupting rainfall patterns essential to crop production, providing advantages to in-

vasive species over native ones, and causing the oceans to acidify, threatening marine ecosystems.

So for me, slowing greenhouse gas emissions is much more than a set of policy decisions that will

have major implications for our economy. Climate change is impacting our natural world now. The pol-

icy decisions being made today will determine whether we act in time to preserve the magnificent habi-

tats and species that are in peril, and sustain the basic geophysical balances that have evolved over time.

RFF has stepped up to this challenge and is playing an instrumental role. That is why I support the or-

ganization and am proud to be affiliated with its many researchers who strive to influence the policy

process.

If you want to see RFF continue its premier work, please consider giving or increasing your finan-

cial support. Whether it is energy policy, antibiotic resistance, land-use policies, or myriad other natu-

ral resource issues, decisionmakers are seeking out the unbiased analyses and policy recommendations

of RFF's research staff. We believe that we have hit a new level of policy impact and have launched sev-

eral initiatives to significantly build our capacity for more. With your help, we will continue to gain

strength, to advocate that environmental polices be based upon sound research and analysis, and to de-

liver that work. I hope you will join me in helping support RFF at this most exciting time.

LAWRENCE H. LINDEN, CHAIR
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In fiscal year 2007, RFF'S operating

revenue was $12.2 million, 65.2

percent of which came from indi-

vidual contributions, foundation

grants, corporate contributions,

and government grants. RFF aug-

ments its income by an annual

withdrawal from its reserve fund

to support operations. At the end

of fiscal year 2007, the reserve

fund was valued at 838.4 million.

Financial
tatements

REVENUE

400

TELEPHONE REVENUE 0.9%

BOOK SALES 2.6%

INVESTMENT & RENTAL INCOME 31.3%

GIFTS AND GRANTS 65.2%

ASSETS YEAR ENDED SEPTEMBER 30 2007 2006

CURRENT ASSETS

Cash and cash equivalents 8 178,596 115,506

Grants and contract revenue receivable 1,221,083 657,714

Contributions receivable 548,698 1,182,363

Receivable from RCC 37,602

Other receivables 954,102 688,456

Other assets 392,658 442,205

Total current assets 3,295,137 3,123,846

Contributions receivable, net of current portion $ 586,228 441,043

INVESTMENTS

Investments at fair value 38,379,193 35,572,987

Investment in land 8,900,000 8,900,000

Investment in RCC 3,472,639 3,900,152

Total investments 50,751,832 48,373,139

Fixed assets—net of accumulated depreciation 6,754,152 6,959,954

Assets held under charitable trust agreements 523,198 462,830

TOTAL ASSETS 61,910,547 S 59,360,812

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS YEAR ENDED SEPTEMBER 30 2007 2006

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Tax-exempt bond financing, current portion 200,000 8 190,000

Grants and awards payable 33,750 33,750

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 1,592,069 1,603,031

Deferred revenue 140,411 179,324

Total current liabilities 1,966,230 2,006,105

Tax-exempt bond financing, net of current portion 6,555,000 6,755,000

Liabilities under split-interest agreements 587,296 549,823

Funds held for others 80,068 86,482

Total liabilities 9,188,594 9,397,410

NET ASSETS

Unrestricted 43,918,849 42,224,369

Temporarily restricted 2,991,156 1,934,132

Permanently restricted 5,811,948 5,804,901

Total net assets $ 52,721,953 $ 49,963,402

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS 5 61,910,547 5 59,360,812

RFF 2007 ANNUAL REPORT



STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES YEAR ENDED SEPTEMBER 30 2007 2006

CHANGES IN UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS

REVENUE

Individual contributions 8 750,648 665,955

Foundation grants 2,832,347 879,323

Corporate contributions 1,151,500 1,883,520

Government grants and contracts 2,359,512 2,535,865

Other institution grants 873,177 896,605

Rental income 2,143,349 1,754,990

Investment income net of fees 1,685,782 1,507,315

Telephone revenue 109,311 106,620

Book sales 318,419 362,429

Total operating revenue 12,224,045 $ 10,592,622

EXPENSES

Programs
Research $ 7,189,252 $ 6,618,050

Academic Relations 396,162 254,667

RFF Press 564,501 600,041

Communications 1,003,731 962,121

Other direct 283,243 425,824

Total program expenses 9,436,889 8,860,703

Fundraising 727,413 595,826

Management and administration 1,659,049 1,637,197

Building operations and maintenance 1,271,206 1,096,541

Total functional expenses $ 13,094,557 5 12,190,267

Change in unrestricted net assets from operations (870,512) (1,597,645)

Non-operating revenues (expenses)
Realized gain on investment transactions 3,067,084 2,799,551
Unrealized gain (loss) on investment transactions 452,979 (363,741)

Other 109,000 76,514

INCREASE (DECREASE) IN UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS 2,758,551 914,679

NET ASSETS AT BEGINNING OF YEAR 49,963,402 49,048,723

NET ASSETS AT END OF YEAR $52,721,953 549,963,402

RFF research and educational pro-

grams continued to be vital in

2007, representing 72.1 percent of

total expenses. Management and

administration, and development

expenses combined were only 18.3

percent of the total. The balance is

related to facilities rented to other

nonprofit organizations.

DEVELOPMENT 5.6%

BUILDING OPERATIONS 9.7%

MANAGEMENT AND

ADMINISTRATION 12.7%

RESEARCH PROGRAMS 72.1%
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Individual
Donors
Resources for the Future grate-

fully acknowledges gifts received

from the following donors during

the 2007 fiscal year (October 1,

2006 through September 30,

2007). Donors are listed accord-

ing to the cumulative total given

during this period. Donors who

made gifts of at least $5,000 are

designated members of RFF'S

Council and receive special bene-

fits, including complimentary

copies of all RFF publications, spe-

cial access to RFF researchers, and

invitations to Council Meetings

and other RFF by-invitation-only

events.
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T
he year 2008 marks the 35th anniversmy of the Endangered

Species Act, which won overwhelming support in Congress

in 1973, and then rapidly became one of America's most con-

troversial laws, generating hundreds of legal challenges by

government authorities, conservationists, landowners, and industry.

Resources asked Michael Bean, one of the nation's foremost authori-

ties on the act, to reflect on the policy questions around endangered species

and discuss where the issue is heading. Bean is chair of the Wildlife Pro-

gram at Environmental Defense and an RFF Board member. He was inter-

viewed by RFF Fellow Carolyn Fischer. Their conversation follows.

Fischer: What circumstances surrounded the creation of the Endan-

gered Species Act and what followed its enactment?

Bean: The act became law with virtually no controversy. Senate pas-

sage was unanimous, and there was only a smattering of opposition

in the House. That unanimity reflected widespread sentiment that

the nation needed to safeguard its natural biological heritage, just

as it protects landmark buildings and historic sites. The act was quite

comprehensive, encompassing not only vertebrates but also inver-

tebrates and plants. Today there are approximately 1,30o listed

species in this country, the majority of which are plants.

However, the honeymoon was short-lived. Less than five years

after enactment, conflict arose over the construction of the Tellico

Dam on the Little Tennessee River, which put at risk a small fish, the

snail darter. In 1978, the Supreme Court affirmed the authority of

the Endangered Species Act, noting that Congress had spoken with

absolute darity—even to the extent of protecting a fish that had no

obvious commercial or recreational value.

Then, about ro years after that, another controversy arose in-

volving the preservation of the northern spotted owl against log-

ging activity in a large part of the West—Oregon, Washington, and

northern California, involving large areas of public and private land.

That dispute was a watershed because it showed that this law could

affect more than isolated projects: it could disrupt whole economies

in substantial and multiple ways.

Fischer: What is the status of the act today?

Bean: Currently, there is no serious effort to reauthorize the act, or

even a high degree of consensus on how it might be modified. I

think there is no prospect that this Congress is going to tackle this

issue.

However, Congress is seriously considering measures to create

stronger incentives for the private sector to cooperate with endan-

gered species recovery work, including tax credits for conservation

efforts by private landowners. That appears to have broad support

from the White House and by both parties.

Of course, there are many administrative and regulatory meas-

ures—which don't require congressional action—that can strengthen

ENDANGERED
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The San Joaquin kit fox is found in California's Central Valley.

or weaken the law. It has been reported that the Fish and Wildlife

Service recently drafted proposed regulations that would limit the

number of species that can be protected and curtail the acres of

wildlife habitat to be preserved. They would shift enforcement of

the act from the federal government to the states and dilute legal

barriers that protect habitat from urban sprawl and logging or min-

ing operations. Whether these proposals will actually be published

is unclear.

Fischer: Are new species continually being added to the endan-

gered list?

Bean: No. It has been more than a year since any species have been

added, which is longer than at any time since the early 198os. We

know that some plants and animals are increasingly threatened be-

cause of commercial and industrial development, but the federal

government has lagged in placing them on the list. One of the pos-

itive aspects of the Bush administration has been to encourage an-

ticipatory approaches and take action to help species before they

reach the point at which they need to be listed.

Another positive development is that three rather conspicuous

and visible species were "de-listed" in early 2007, which is rather un-

usual. First was the Great Lakes grey wolf population, followed by

the Yellowstone grizzly bear population, and shortly before the

Fourth ofJuly, the bald eagle was de-listed. These species had been

on the first official list of endangered species since 1967. So it took

four decades—getting from endangered to recovery is a long

process.

Fischer: Was there something unusual about these three species?

Bean: Well, they are well-known, recognizable animals, associated

with our national history, and they are somewhat charismatic in

their allure. It is certainly true that the public recognizes a relatively

few endangered species as iconic. The more prominent animal

species tend to gamer more public and financial support. They also

are physically larger and occupy greater geographic regions—the

bald eagle is present all across the country.

Whooping cranes are magnificent animals that had dropped in

number to around 15 birds in the wild in the early 1940s. Six decades

later, they are recovering but there still are only about 680 birds, and

they will probably remain on the endangered list for many more

years. By contrast, a small species like the Devil's Hole pupfish,

which lives in a sinkhole in Nevada, doesn't attract much support—

although its needs can probably be addressed reasonably well with

a modest amount of intervention.

So it is indeed the case that there is a disparity as to where the

money and attention go. Decisions are heavily influenced by public

perception and by the history of wildlife management in this coun-

try. To be sure, birds and game animals have had a long history of

attention from wildlife managers. In contrast, plants have received

almost none, as have invertebrates and even some vertebrates like

salamanders and small mammals. It's not just a matter of putting

dollars on the most popular species as it is putting dollars into con-

servation efforts that American wildlife management understands

and can influence.

Fischer: Does litigation help conservation efforts?

Bean: That is a complicated question to answer. On the one hand,

legal challenges have been necessary to force agencies to do what the

law requires, or to give some species a chance for survival. At the

same time, so much litigation has been filed over the years that it has

been difficult for responsible federal agencies to manage the program

because they are constantly sidetracked by the need to respond.

Litigation can have profound impacts, however. This year, the

Supreme Court made a ruling that limited the application of a key

requirement of the act to discretionary federal activities only. This
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was in a case involving the transfer of authority for some provisions

of the Clean Water Act from EPA to the state of Arizona, and it will

have broad policy implications.

Another case that the court may consider this term regards the

listing of the Alabama Sturgeon, now found only in Alabama and

thus not involved in interstate commerce. Barge interests using the

Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway have asked the Supreme Court to

declare the listing of the sturgeon to be beyond the federal govern-

ment's constitutional powers.

Fischer: Are private landowners becoming more active in preserving

endangered species?

Bean: Absolutely. In my own work, I reali7ed—probably later than

I should have—that the stringent regulations imposed on private

landowners caused some of them to do the opposite of what we

wanted them to do. They refrained from the sort of management

that would make their land better habitat. They reasoned that if they

ended up with more endangered species on their land, they could

have even more restrictions placed on the uses of their property.

A few years ago, we began working with landowners in North

Carolina on behalf of an endangered bird known as the red-cockaded

woodpecker. Landowners told us that if they could be freed from

the worry that their good deeds would be punished, they would fol-

low through. So, we worked with the Fish and Wildlife Service to

create so-called Safe Harbor Agreements that essentially froze their

regulatory burdens if they embraced good wildlife management

practices. Today there are between 50,000 and 60,000 acres owned

by some tot owners in North Carolina enrolled in these agreements,

and the idea has been even more successful in South Carolina and

Georgia. Woodpecker numbers are on the rise and other threatened

species are benefiting as well.

In Texas, cooperative Safe Harbor Agreements have probably en-

sured the salvation of the Northern Aplomado falcon. That species

has increased from zero nesting pairs in the mid- i99os to at least 40

known nesting pairs, about two-thirds of the way to the target set

for reclassifying the species from endangered to threatened.

Fischer: Has the Bush administration encouraged such efforts?

Bean: Early on, the administration announced two new programs—

one called the Landowner Incentive Program and the other, the Pri-

vate Stewardship Grants Program. They originally were envisioned

as s50 million initiatives, but in the president's budget proposal for

2008, no funding was requested for these programs. So that has been

a disappointing abandonment of approaches that have been shown

to work.

When DDT was banned in 1972, bald eagle numbers began to rise.



Where ESA Has

Succeeded and Where the

Challenges Still Remain

FIVE SUCCESS STORIES

Gray Wolf. Extirpated from most of its his-

toric range as a result of shooting and poison-

ing, the gray wolf has made a steady come-

back. Establishment of experimental

populations of wolves in the Yellowstone area

and in central Idaho, though initially controver-

sial (the American Farm Bureau Federation and

even some environmental groups filed suit

challenging this action), have been remarkably

successful. In 2007, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service declared the Minnesota and western

Great Lakes population of gray wolves to be

recovered and proposed to remove the north-

ern Rocky Mountain population from the en-

dangered list as well.

Northern Aplomado Falcon. Eliminated

from the United States by the middle of the

20th century, this rare falcon has made a

comeback: over the past decade, a breeding

population in Texas of approximately forty

pairs has been established. Key to the success

of that effort has been the use of "Safe Harbor

Agreements" to secure the cooperation of the

ranch owners on whose ranches captive-bred

falcons have been released. Over two million

acres of private rangeland is now encompassed

in these agreements. Meanwhile, in 2006, fal-

con releases began in New Mexico as part of

an experimental population authorized there.

American Bald Eagle. Symbol of the nation,

the bald eagle was declared fully recovered

and taken off the endangered list just in time

for Fourth of July celebrations in 2007. The

banning of most uses of the pesticide DDT in

the United States in 1972 made the eagle's re-

covery possible. Its recovery was accelerated

by the heightened protection it received under

the Endangered Species Act, acquisition of

key habitats, and an aggressive effort to rein-

troduce the eagle into areas it had formerly oc-

cupied. As a result of these actions, eagle

numbers have increased from fewer than 500

known breeding pairs in the lower 48 states in

the early 1960s to over 10,000 today.

Kemp's Ridley Sea Turtle. Tens of thousands

of adult females once clambered ashore in a

single day to lay their eggs on the beaches of

Mexico that served as the only known nesting

sites for this species. By the 19605, however,

these remarkable "arribadas" were gone and

only a few hundred females nested each year.

Protection of the Mexican nesting beaches, es-

tablishment of a new nesting site in Texas as a

result of "head-starting" hatchlings there, and

strongly resisted requirements for American

shrimp boats to use specially designed ex-

cluder devices to reduce turtle drownings have

contributed to a steady increase in the turtle's

nesting numbers.

Whooping Crane. The whooping crane has

benefited from one of the longest sustained

conservation efforts for any species in the

United States. By the early 1940s, fewer than

20 birds could be found along the Gulf coast,

where the crane winters. When its breeding

habitat was discovered in Canada some years

later, an intensive rescue effort was made pos-

sible. Captive breeding, establishment of a

new migratory population entirely in the

United States, and vigilant law enforcement

has slowly but steadily rebuilt crane numbers

to over 500 today. While full recovery is still

many years away, the crane is demonstrably

more secure than ever before.

FIVE HIGHLY

THREATENED SPECIES

Ocelot. Only a few dozen of these small spot-

ted cats persist in two populations in extreme

southern Texas, where little of its native thorn-

scrub habitat remains. Efforts to construct a

border fence along the Mexican border may

prevent genetic interchange with more abun-

dant ocelot populations south of the border.

That development would seriously imperil the

future of this already beleaguered cat in the

United States.

Ivory-billed Woodpecker. It is unclear

whether this large woodpecker still survives.

Presumed extinct for many decades, the

woodpecker was reported sighted (and briefly

filmed) in 2006 in the bottomland hardwood

swamps of the Cache River National Wildlife

Refuge in Arkansas. Despite intensive subse-

quent searches, however, there is no conclu-

sive evidence that it survives today (and some

controversy over the accuracy of the identifica-

tions made in 2006). The ivory-billed wood-

pecker's decline and possible extinction is due

to the loss of its forested swamp habitat in the

American South.

Schaus Swallowtail Butterfly. This ex-

tremely rare butterfly is restricted to a few

small sites in the Florida Keys, where its re-

maining hardwood hammock sites could be

destroyed by a hurricane. A successful captive

breeding effort helped prevent the near ex-

tinction of this species following a previous

hurricane.

Alabama Sturgeon. An ancient fish of the

Mobile Basin, the Alabama sturgeon is one of

the rarest fish in North America. In the past

decade, only a handful of specimens have

been found in the wild. Despite the stur-

geon's extreme rarity, barge interests have

asked the United States Supreme Court to

rule that the listing of the fish as an endan-

gered species is unconstitutional because it

now occurs in only one state (formerly in two)

and is no longer utilized in interstate com-

merce, though it once was.

San Joaquin Kit Fox. This small fox of Cali-

fornia's Central Valley has lost most of its na-

tive habitat to intensive agriculture and urban

development. Though protected as an endan-

gered species since the first official federal list

of endangered species was promulgated in

1967, the kit fox is likely rarer today than ever

before.
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The whooping crane has come back from near extinction to more than 500

birds today.

Fischer: Can you give some examples of what owners are asked to do

in various parts of the country?

Bean: Sure. It may involve some prescribed burning in longleaf pine

forests in the southeastern United States, or restoration of riparian

or wetland habitats in the West, which have suffered dramatically

over the last 30 or go years. In Florida, owners are being encouraged

to stem the spread of Kogon grass, an Asian invasive species that is

very hard to eradicate once it is established, which is interfering with

gopher tortoise populations.

In New England, the bog turtle is being helped by restoration of

open, sunny, wetland meadows. This traditionally was accomplished

by elk and buffalo grazing in pre-agricultural times, and then by farm

animals. But with the decline of farming in the northeast, my organ-

ization has actually rented goats to beat back the undesirable woody

vegetation and free up the areas that the bog turtle depends upon.

Fischer: When the act is eventually reauthorized, what changes would

you recommend?

Bean: Three things. First, more attention needs to be given to in-

centives. The act now is largely prohibitory and doesn't have pro-

visions that encourage landowners to do more than the minimum.

This could change as the result of work by organizations like RFF

to better measure the value of ecosystem services, and by estab-

lishing conservation banks and other market mechanisms to reward

positive behavior toward endangered species.

Second, we clearly need to figure out a way to forge a more ef-

fective working partnership with the states so that better federal-

state coordination can take place. And third, if we are really seri-

ous about preventing extinctions of any plant or animal in the

United States—as the act now mandates—it is going to take re-

sources that far exceed what Congress has provided up to now.

Given ongoing climate changes, commercial development and res-

idential expansion, and globalization trends, we need to invest

much more in conservation and wildlife recovery efforts at every

level of society. •
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A Recipe to Fight
Vitamin A Deficiency in India:

Add Mustard and Stir? 4

Eili Klein, and Paula Tarnapol Whitacre



H
ave you had your vitamin A today? You

need it for such essential processes as

growth, vision, and resistance to infectious

disease. Chances are, you don't have much

to worry about. Most adults who consume

dairy products, meat, and vegetables on a

regular basis are okay, as these products either contain or are for-

tified with vitamin A or beta-carotene, a precursor to vitamin A.

But worldwide, the situation is quite different. Vitamin A defi-

ciency (VAD) is a significant cause of blindness and death, especially

for children and pregnant and lactating women. According to the

World Health Organization, an estimated 250 million preschool-age

children in more than too countries are vitamin A deficient. Of these,

between 250,000 to 500,000 lose their sight each year as a result, and

more than half die within 12 months. VAD also increases the risk of

dying from diseases such as malaria and measles: estimates suggest

that it contributes to the deaths of 1.2 to 3 million children annually.

Approximately 7.2 million pregnant women in developing countries

also suffer from VAD, which means their infants are likely born in

an already compromised state.

Beyond the immediate impact on families, VAD also has a finan-

cial impact on a country. Poor nutritional status can reduce a coun-

try's gross domestic product by 2 to 3 percent annually, according

to the World Bank. In addition, VAD and other nutritional deficien-

cies can result in significant outlays when treatment of otherwise

preventable illnesses strains overburdened health systems. Con-

versely, improving a person's nutritional status can increase his or

her lifetime earnings by at least i o percent, which can make a con-

siderable difference to a country's economy as a whole.

India has some of the highest rates of VAD in the world. Each

year, it is associated with the deaths of 330,000 children in India

alone. Although vitamin A status has improved in the past few

decades, a survey by the National Nutrition Monitoring Bureau in-

dicates that 57 percent of Indian children-35.4 million children—

were vitamin A deficient in the late 1990s. Data also suggest that

while VAD affects both rural and urban households, it generally re-

sults from malnutrition.

Getting Public Health Programs Working

Over the past few decades, as the link between VAD and mortality

and morbidity have become better understood, countries and in-

ternational organizations have developed three main approaches to

boost vitamin A levels: periodic supplementation of young children

with high dosages of vitamin A; fortification of commonly eaten

foods with vitamin A, often with other micronutrients; and other

food-based approaches such as nutrition education and promotion

of home vegetable gardens.

These approaches have had results, but, as the numbers show,

they have not solved the problem. Moreover, supplementation, the

most commonly used intervention, is on the decline, because it has

often been implemented alongside polio immunization campaigns

that are winding down in many countries.

Experiences in India with these three interventions illustrate how

difficult it is to get public health programs working on the ground.

Although the country launched one of the world's first supplemen-

tation programs to fight blindness in 1970, only a small percentage

of children now receive the recommended twice-yearly dosages of

vitamin A, and coverage varies greatly by state and by income level.

Supplementation programs in India also suffer from a lack of

support from India's medical establishment—which, despite wide-

spread evidence—has not uniformly endorsed vitamin A's link to

mortality, and has displayed a preference for fortification and food-

based approaches over supplementation. Unfortunately, India's

highly decentrali7ed food-processing systems and varied diets ham-

per these other approaches, as well. Despite many innovative at-

tempts and pilot projects with foods that range from rice, to tea, to

fortified candies, less than one percent of food in India is fortified

with vitamin A or any other micronutrient. India's low meat and

dairy consumption increases the likelihood that people, especially

the poor, will get enough vitamin A from their diet alone.

New advances in biotechnology have generated the possibility

that foods genetically modified to express excess amounts of vita-

min A may be an alternative. To assesses the potential of this ap-

proach, the U.S. Agency for International Development and the In-

ternational Center for Tropical Agriculture asked RFF to look at one

potential option: biofortification of mustard seed with vitamin A.

(This article is based on a new RFF report, Closing India's Nutrition

Gap: The Role of Golden Mustard in Fighting Vitamin A Deficiency, by

the authors. See . www.rff. org/ rff/ goldenmustard.)

Why mustard? Cooking oil from pressed mustard seed is com-

monly used in northern India where VAD is most widely prevalent,

especially among poor rural families that are often underserved by

supplementation programs. Another advantage is that vitamin A is

more easily digested when consumed with a moderate amount of

fat, such as edible oil. In recent years, the Monsanto Company and

The Energy and Resource Institute (TERI) in India—building on

Monsanto's experience biofortifiying canola oil, a close genetic rel-

ative to mustard, with vitamin A—succeeded in expressing high lev-

els of beta-carotene in mustard seeds. The technology involved is

similar to that used to develop the better-known "golden rice." Once

pressed, the biofortified mustard oil retains high levels of beta-

carotene, which is what gives the oil, like rice, its dark golden color.

The fortified oil can provide far more vitamin A per serving than

through traditional means.

However, after several years of laboratory work and very limited

field trials, efforts to commercialize the technology have stalled,
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despite a pledge from Monsanto to license the technology without

cost. RFF was asked to help determine whether further investment

in the technology should continue. Two main questions were ad-

dressed: first, whether mustard production and consumption indi-

cate its appropriateness as a vehicle to increase vitamin A intake; and

second, whether biofortification costs, particularly compared with

existing interventions, justify further investigation. If VAD-affected

individuals do not consume mustard in sufficient quantities, espe-

cially children and women, or if the costs are unreasonably high, it

is not worth exploring further.

The study did not take into account the political, social, and en-

vironmental questions that have been central in the debate about

genetically modified foods worldwide, issues that policymakers can-

not ignore. But it provides a piece to the puzzle as new ways are

sought to improve nutrition worldwide.

Mustard from Mela to Mouth

As with many crops in India, mustard is grown primarily on a small

scale, with most of the country's 40 to 50 million mustard farmers

planting about five acres annually. Production, like consumption, is

concentrated in the north. Farmers generally purchase new seed

each year, typically at melas (farm fairs), which also serve as a source

of agricultural information. A number of public and private insti-

tutions also support producers and processors and are potential av-

enues to introduce information about "golden" mustard or even dis-

tribute seed.

About 90 percent of the mustard seed grown in India goes to

make oil. Large manufacturers process the highest volume of oil

(about 75 percent of the total annual production of about 2 million

metric tons); small-scale facilities are more inefficient, although far

more numerous. Although no reliable data exist about the extent of

home production, anecdotally it is believed to be high.

Studies on similar types of oil show it must be stored in dark con-

tainers, as vitamin A breaks down in light, and for a limited amount

of time (nine months in lab conditions, probably less in situations

of extreme heat or cold). Therefore, the feasibility of biofortified

mustard as a reliable vehicle to increase vitamin A intake depends in

large part on proper packaging and storage. In India, mustard oil is

purchased in small quantities from bulk suppliers or in bottles or

cans as branded oil—in either case, opaque packaging would be

needed. While it has a shelf life of up to a year, it is typically distrib-

uted far more quickly from processor to consumer.

Mustard oil is prized for its pungency and is a staple in many

households, regardless of income, in both urban and rural areas. Al-

though not all states with VAD problems are mustard consumers

(again, keeping in mind regional preferences), it is consumed in a

significant number of states where VAD is also prevalent. Assuming

that all mustard oil was biofortified and none of the vitamin A was

lost during storage or cooking—admittedly very optimistic as-

sumptions—a child would need less than one teaspoon a day to get

their recommended daily allowance, assuming no other source of

the vitamin was available.

Consumption among the poor is closely tied to household pro-

duction of mustard oil, especially in rural areas. Households with

no cash income still consume small amounts, which suggests the

need to get biofortified seed to home-based producers. On the other

hand, some states with a high prevalence of VAD consume mustard

oil shipped in from other states, most likely from one of the few

large processors. In other words, both large commercial producers

and small producers would need to buy or grow biofortified seed in

order to reach all the people suffering from VAD.

Is It Worth It?

An economic-based analysis of biofortified mustard to fight VAD

does not provide the whole answer. However, the RFF analysis cre-

ates a framework against which to explore other issues. If biofortified

The ancient Egyptians and Greeks were on to something

when they treated ocular problems with a piece of liver con-

sumed or placed on top of the eyes. Centuries later, doctors

recognized that meat and milk could cure night blindness, a

symptom of vitamin A deficiency (vAD). By the early part of

20th century, the role that vitamins and other nutrients play

in human health was firmly established, and VAD was gener-

ally eliminated from developed nations.

Vitamin A is consumed as retinol in animal foods, such as

meat, dairy products, and eggs, or as carotenoids (princi-

pally beta-carotene) in many fruits and vegetables, such as

dark green leafy vegetables, mangoes, and squash. Because

the body absorbs retinol far more efficiently than

carotenoids, adequate vitamin A intake requires more

"retinol activity equivalents" from vegetable sources than

from animal products—in other words, far larger amounts

of fruits and vegetables must be consumed to reach the rec-

ommended daily allowance for vitamin A. Absorption of vi-

tamin A also depends on a person's fat intake (because it is

a fat-soluble vitamin, more fat is better in this instance), how

the food is prepared and stored, and the presence or ab-

sence of parasites in the body.

The bottom line is that a person, especially a child, can-

not realistically get sufficient vitamin A from diet alone if he

or she consumes little or no animal products, even with lots

of beta-carotene rich foods.
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mustard can't meet the vitamin A needs of vulnerable populations—

or would do so at a cost that makes it unfeasible on a wide enough

basis to solve anything—then these other questions become moot.

The cost-effectiveness analysis compared supplementation, tra-

ditional fortification of processed mustard oil, and biofortification of

mustard seed. The economic burden of avoiding diseases was cal-

culated using disability-adjusted life years (DALYS), which is an ad-

justed measure of years lost due to premature death or disability,

where different forms of disability are given different weights. The

comparison is based on the cost per DALY averted (cost-effectiveness

ratio) for each of the three interventions over a 20-year time frame.

Costs for supplementation include those associated with dosing

children twice annually through existing health centers; training,

promotion, and monitoring; and an additional amount to reach ar-

eas without functioning health centers. Costs of traditional fortifi-

cation include processes to ensure product quality and to promote

consumption, as well as to fortify the oil with beta-carotene. Bio-

fortification costs include the same quality-related costs, as well as

a one-time cost to account for research and development and li-

censing of the seed (estimated at $5.6 million). Additional seed costs

for farmers were not factored in, nor were potential costs related to

uncertain environmental impacts of genetically modified crops.

The RFF analysis shows that the most cost-effective intervention

remains supplementation, followed by biofortification and tradi-

tional fortification. Despite less favorable economic numbers, bio-

fortified mustard has the potential to avert a greater burden of child-

hood and maternal death than both traditional fortification and

supplementation, particularly in areas with weak coverage by the

health care system.

No matter the analysis, mustard farmers must be willing to plant

the biofortified varieties, and consumers must be willing to consume

sufficient quantities of it. As traditional fortification efforts show,

both a "push" strategy to increase the attractiveness to growers and

oil producers and a "pull" strategy to increase consumer demand for

fortified oil would be needed. These challenges are not novel to bio-

fortification, but their successful resolution remains unknown.

Experience shows that Indian farmers are willing to adopt new

technologies when they recognize tangible benefits, such as im-

proved yield, higher revenues, lower price of inputs, or some com-

bination. The RFF study looked at several strategies to provide in-

centives, from a full-scale plan to subsidize costs at all levels of

production to a market-based approach that would target seed pro-

duction alone. The latter is less resource-intensive and would prob-

ably yield comparable results. A program could offer free seeds or

targeted seed subsidies, especially in areas where production and

consumption are high so that demand could also be stimulated.

While all seed would not have to be biofortified to accrue nutritional

benefits, a significantly high amount would.

The challenge for biofortified mustard oil, as for other health

practices that do not result in immediate, visible benefits, is to edu-

cate consumers to want to use the enhanced product. Given some

well-publicized cases with food adulteration in India, a campaign to

reliably identify the enhanced product would be needed, reinforced

by public health messages from credible sources such as the medical

establishment and nonprofit organizations.

In short, a wide-scale attempt to introduce biofortified mustard

would have to overcome hurdles to technology adoption by grow-

ers and gain acceptance by consumers to ensure that the projected

benefits are achieved. The challenge is no less daunting than other

health campaigns, including other methods of increasing vitamin A

intake, but would have to be considered and planned for.

Wider Implications

A biofortification strategy can play an important role as part of a

broader approach to reducing the prevalence of VAD in India. Such

strategies can be cost-effective, feasible, and implemented under

conditions where supplementation and fortification are currently

disadvantaged. However, there are significant barriers. Perhaps fore-

most of these is that recognition of the importance of VAD as a pub-

lic health problem in India is low. Without this recognition, all strate-

gies to address VAD are doomed. Even with it, supporters would

have to overcome many operational challenges. Additional concerns

specific to biotechnology also cannot be ignored, as they remain a

continuing barrier to adoption of mustard or any other genetically

modified foods.

So, to biofortify or not to biofortify? Golden mustard is not the

proverbial silver bullet to solve vitamin A or other micronutrient

deficiencies. Yet, with evidence that millions of children and women

in India and worldwide can benefit from even modest increases in

consumption of the vitamin, it deserves a closer look..
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INSIDE RFF

RFF Establishes Major

Research Initiative on Adaptation to

Climate Change

T
he development of public policy to re-

spond to climate change by mitiga-

  tion—largely by reducing emissions

of greenhouse gases—has been underway

since the 1980s. The building blocks of mitiga-

tion policy are drawn from a 40-year legacy of

research in environmental and resource eco-

nomics that has led to the establishment of

tried-and-true regulatory concepts, including

emissions and performance standards, cap-and-

trade permit systems, and emissions taxes.

However, even if the global community is

successful in mitigating emissions to such an ex-

tent that catastrophic climate change can be

avoided, the thermal inertia in the climate sys-

tem itself will lead to inevitable change over the

coming decades.

The recently released Fourth Assessment

Report from Working Group II of the Intergov-

ernmental Panel on Climate Change (iPcc

2007) describes the mix of impacts the United

States would likely face, including a rising sea

level, more moderate temperatures in the

northern parts of the nation (possibly leading to

longer growing seasons but also decreases in

snow pack and increases in winter flooding),

greater risk of drought, and more frequent wild-

fires and heat waves.

RFF has responded by establishing a major

new research initiative on adaptation. The goal

will be to supply the building blocks from

which government adaptation policies can be

constructed. This effort, the first in a long se-

ries of projects at RFF, will focus on the United

States. The project will be led by RFF Senior

Fellows Raymond Kopp, Molly Macauley, and

Richard Morgenstern.

"Clearly, adaptation will be as crucial to

managing climate change as mitigation," said

Kopp, director of the RFF'S Climate and Tech-

nology Policy Program. "To date, however, re-

search on adaptation policy is both limited and

scattershot. This work will bring a deeper and

more coherent approach to the subject."

Crafting adaptation policy is complicated by

both the intricacies of climate change and un-

certainty about the vulnerability of natural and

human-made assets to climate change and

variability. In the first phase of the project, re-

searchers will draw on available climate science

as well as other natural sciences and engineer-

ing to analyze strategies and options that might

enhance the ability of society to adapt. The en-

vironmental and other effects that will be stud-

ied follow the framework set forth in the IPCC

report: freshwater resources; coastal and ma-

rine ecosystems; public health; agriculture; and

industry, settlement, and society. Some of the

questions that will be addressed include:

• How can we rank impacts and prioritize op-

tions?

• Which activities are best undertaken by the

private sector and which by the government?

• Do we have all the institutions, public and

private, needed to carry out these options?

• How will these options be financed?

• And for those impacts where there are no

viable options, what should be done to address

the distributional consequences?

In the second phase, pre-eminent social sci-

entists will seek to answer these questions,

building on the natural science assessments

developed during the first phase. Findings will

be discussed at a series of workshops, and col-

lected in a book to be published by RFF Press.

A major dissemination conference and con-

gressional briefings are planned.

Mapping Global Adaptation "Hotspots"

There's more adaptation work going on at RFF.

In a new project funded by the MISTRA Founda-

tion's Climate Policy Research Program, RFF

Fellow Shalini Vajjhala and Research Assistant

Yatziri Zepeda Medina are looking at how to set

geographic priorities for building resilience to

climate change. While mitigation efforts pro-

vide benefits everywhere, adaptation is an in-

herently local problem, where impacts and re-

sponses are likely to be highly site-specific. As

a result, adaptation policy design is a spatial

problem, where the locations of key popula-

tions and resources matter.

By overlaying maps of projected climate

risks, including sea level rise, changes in disease

vectors, and agriculture impacts, Vajjhala and

Zepeda are working to create an analytic frame-

work for evaluating multiple stressors associated

with climate change and allocating international

adaptation funding at the country level.

At the Bali meetings in December, the UN

Framework Convention on Climate Change es-

tablished an adaptation fund to be adminis-

tered by the Global Environmental Facility and

the World Bank, which will set global priorities

for adaptation funding. However, there is still a

long way to go before we have accurate fore-

casts of the local impacts of climate change.

Vajjhala and Zepeda's study is intended to help

bridge the divide between science and policy

and lay the groundwork for identifying early in-

vestments that could help anticipate and avoid

the worst potential outcomes even as climate

forecasts improve. "In the absence of perfect

foresight on where specific adaptations are

likely to be most necessary and most effective,"

said Vajjhala, "our goal is to map out where we

need to invest the greatest effort." •
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RFF Scholar Ian

Parry First to Fill

Kneese Chair

S
enior Fellow Ian W.H. Parry is the first

appointment to the Allen V. Kneese

Chair in Environmental Economics at

RFF, which was recently established to com-

memorate a long-time RFF scholar and visionary

thinker. Parry, who has been at RFF since 1995,

focuses on environmental regulation, trans-

portation, tax policy, and public health issues.

The academic chair honors Allen Kneese's

40 years of pathbreaking research at the insti-

tution. Kneese, who died in 2001 at the age of

70, played a central role in developing the eco-

nomic principles that have become crucial to

environmental policy worldwide.

"By creating an appropriate tribute to ex-

tend the work of Allen Kneese—and pay hom-

age to one of RFF'S pioneering scholars—we

will secure senior academic talent within our

research staff and will recall the legacy of

Allen's work for generations to come," said RFF

President Phil Sharp. "Much of Parry's work

over the last decade has focused on refining,

broadening, and more generally applying the

economic analysis of environmental policy de-

sign and instrument choice, which was pio-

neered by Allen Kneese and others at RFF. In

particular, Parry has studied how environmen-

tal policies interact with the broader tax sys-

tem, their incentives for induced technological

change, and their distributional incidence

across different income groups. He has ap-

plied this type of analysis to global warming

and other air pollution problems as well as to

policies to improve automobile fuel economy

and reduce highway traffic congestion and

accidents."

The Allen V. Kneese Chair in Environmental

Economics will be a permanent senior research

position. Contributions from Kneese's friends

and colleagues, plus support from Kneese him-

self, provided endowment funding for the chair.

When Kneese joined RFF in 1961, econo-

mists were beginning to

conclude that shortages of

natural resources would not

stop economic growth—and

that the greater threat was

the rising pollution that

growth was creating. People

had started "to raise the

idea that you have all these

waste materials coming

along and maybe that's

where the more important

problems lie—in those qual-

ity problems rather than the quantity prob-

lems," Kneese said in a 1999 interview.

Kneese was the first to recognize and model
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the relations of air, water, and other forms of

pollution. Many economic historians believe he

single-handedly kept alive the idea of using

economic incentives to encourage environmen-

tal improvements. In 1990, he and John V. Kru-

tilla won the first Volvo Environment Prize. The

citation said that they

"founded resource and envi-

ronmental economics as a re-

search discipline" and that

they "lead the field in com-

bining the sciences of eco-

nomics and ecology."

The Kneese Chair is the

most recent chair to be en-

dowed at RFF since the insti-

tution's 50th anniversary in

2002. Others include the

Darius Gaskins Chair and the

Chauncey Starr Chair in Risk Analysis. A fourth

chair, established by Thomas Klutznick to focus

on urban issues, will be filled at a future date..
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